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Instrument Choice and Stranded Assets
in the Transition to Clean Capital

By Julie Rozenberg∗, Adrien Vogt-Schilb†, and Stephane Hallegatte‡

To mitigate climate change, some governments opt for instru-
ments focused on investment, like performance standards or fee-
bates, instead of carbon prices. We compare these policies in a
Ramsey model with clean and polluting capital, irreversible inves-
tment and a climate constraint. Alternative instruments imply
different transitions to the same balanced growth path. The opti-
mal carbon price minimizes the discounted social cost of the tran-
sition to clean capital, but imposes immediate private costs that
disproportionately affect the current owners of polluting capital, in
particular in the form of stranded assets. A phased-in carbon price
can avoid stranded assets but still result in a drop of income for
the owners of polluting capital when it is implemented. Second-
best standards or feebates on new investment lead to higher total
costs but avoid stranded assets, preserve the revenues of vested
interests, and smooth abatement costs over individuals and time.
These results suggest a trade-off between political feasibility and
cost-effectiveness of environmental policies.
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For the past centuries, economic growth has involved the accumulation of fossil-
fueled capital, such as coal power plants and gasoline-fueled cars, which release
greenhouse gases (GHG) to the atmosphere. To stop the resulting climate change
and subsequent damages, economies now have to reduce emissions to near-zero
levels (IPCC, 2014). Doing so implies a transition from production based on
polluting capital to production based on clean, carbon-neutral capital. In prin-
ciple, the optimal policy to enforce such a transition is to use a carbon price
(Pigou, 1932; Nordhaus, 1991; Pearce, 1991), imposed through a carbon market
or, perhaps preferably (Goulder and Schein, 2013), a carbon tax. Combined with
targeted innovation policies, a carbon price could redirect investment away from
polluting and towards clean capital at a relatively low cost (IPCC, 2014).

However, political economy issues may obstruct the implementation of substan-
tial carbon prices (Fay et al., 2015; Jenkins, 2014; Bertram et al., 2015). Indeed,
existing capital in the transportation, building, industry, and energy sectors have
lifetimes that range from about a decade — in the case of a car — to half a
century — for power plants — or even centuries — for city shapes and transpor-
tation systems (Davis, Caldeira and Matthews, 2010; Guivarch and Hallegatte,
2011; Sachs et al., 2014). Absent any alternative in the short term, a sudden
change in prices induced by environmental taxes may result in the creation of
stranded assets — polluting capital that has to be discarded prematurely because
its continued use is not compatible with climate policies.1 For instance, Johnson
et al. (2015) estimate that a carbon price consistent with the 2◦C target will
strand at least 165 billion US dollars worth of coal power plants worldwide. In a
recent speech, the Governor of the Bank of England has expressed concern that
the magnitude of those stranded assets could be a threat for the stability of the
financial system (Carney, 2016).

Stranded assets translate into a visible loss of wealth concentrated in a few
vested interests, whose owners may oppose the reform — and in some cases may
even have the power to veto it (Olson, 1977; Trebilcock, 2014). Furthermore,
stranded assets result in a short-term drop of production, and thus income, for
the whole economy. In other words, stranded assets set immediate costs on the
present generation (and present voters) to the benefits of future generations. In
fact, a literature on public attitudes towards environmental taxes suggests that
aversion to carbon taxes is partly driven by (i) the perception that they are
inefficient, absent clean alternatives to polluting activities; and (ii) the perception
that they are unfair, as their cost is perceived to fall disproportionately on a few
actors (e.g., Dresner et al., 2006; Kallbekken and Sælen, 2011; Harrison and Peet,

1 The words stranded assets are used in the literature on climate change to describe various things:
assets that are lost because of the impact of climate change itself (Caldecott et al., 2016), fossil fuel
resources that cannot be burnt into the atmosphere if a given climate target is to be reached (Asheim,
2012), also called unburnable carbon (Jakob and Hilaire, 2015); and man-made capital that has to be
retired early because of climate policies, such as coal power plants that become unprofitable after a
carbon price is implemented (Guivarch and Hood, 2010). This paper focuses on stranded man-made
capital.
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2012). Stranded assets are closely related to both issues, as they are a symptom
of limited availability of clean alternatives in the short-term, and they translate
into immediate costs concentrated on a few actors.

This paper uses a simple model to investigate how alternative policy instru-
ments may reduce stranded assets—and more generally, concentrated and imme-
diate costs—in the transition to low-carbon capital. We focus on the effect of
instruments such as corporate average fuel economy (CAFE) standards in the
automobile industry, efficiency standards or mandates for new power plants, buil-
dings and appliances, feebate programs that tax energy-inefficient equipment and
subsidize energy-efficient equipment, or subsidized loans and tax breaks for energy
efficiency investment. All these instruments are similar in that they redirect pri-
vate investment away from polluting capital and toward clean capital without
affecting the existing stock of polluting capital, for instance without providing
incentive to drive less or operate existing gas power plants instead of existing coal
power plants (that is, without creating stranded assets).

We analyse how using carbon prices, feebates, or performance standards leads
to different costs and dynamics of the transition from polluting to clean capital,
with a particular focus on stranded assets and the value of existing capital. We
compare the first-best carbon price, designed to reduce the discounted cost of
the transition, and second-best feebates or mandates designed to minimize costs
while avoiding stranded assets. A motivation for comparing these types of in-
struments is that while some governments have enacted carbon prices (World
Bank, 2016), most existing emission-reduction policies regulate only new invest-
ment (IEA, 2016; IPCC, 2014, p. 28). In addition, phased-in carbon prices have
been proposed as a way to reduce adjustment costs (Williams, 2011); and actual
implementation of carbon prices, for instance in British Columbia and France,
have involved a phase-in. We thus also look at the second-best phased-in carbon
price designed to minimize costs while avoiding stranded assets.

We use a Ramsey model with two types of capital (as in Acemoglu et al., 2012):
polluting capital, which creates GHG emissions, and clean capital, which does not.
We disregard knowledge spillovers and we model the climate change constraint
as a GHG concentration ceiling. Investment is assumed irreversible (Arrow and
Kurz, 1970): existing polluting capital cannot be converted back into consump-
tion or transformed into clean capital. We however allow for under-utilization
of existing polluting capital, a feature that is generally omitted in multi-sector
growth models. Under-utilization means that emission-reduction effort can be
divided between two qualitatively different channels: (i) long-term abatement
through accumulation of clean capital instead of polluting capital (e.g. agents
buy electric cars instead of gasoline-fueled cars); and (ii) immediate abatement
through the underutilization or early decommissioning of polluting capital (e.g.
agents drive less or scrap their gasoline cars).

We find that, irrespective of which type of instrument is used, the marginal cost
of the climate change policy decomposes as a technical cost — the cost of using
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clean instead of polluting capital — and a temporary legacy cost that quantifies
society’s regret for excessive past investment in polluting capital. The legacy cost
comes directly from the irreversibility of past investment in long-lived capital and
the fact that polluting capital can become a liability when emission-reduction
policies are implemented.

We also find that all policy instruments lead to the same long-term growth path,
in which most installed capital is clean and carbon concentration is maintained
at its maximum acceptable value. The optimal carbon price and the second-best
phased-in carbon price, feebates, and standards however induce different short-
term pathways in terms of emissions and costs, and in particular different levels
and distribution of legacy costs.

Unsurprisingly, the carbon price minimizes the total discounted cost of the
climate change policy. Under a carbon price, investment is redirected towards
clean capital until polluting capital has depreciated to a level compatible with
the concentration ceiling. In addition, part of the existing polluting capital is
stranded if climate policies are stringent — that is, if the carbon price is larger
than the marginal productivity of polluting capital over its carbon intensity. Such
outcomes are part of the least-cost strategy, because stranding assets reduces
legacy costs created by excessive past investment in polluting assets. But this
strategy sets a disproportionate cost on the owners of polluting capital (and the
workers who depend on it).2 Even in the absence of stranded assets, the carbon
price ties a new cost to the utilization of existing polluting capital and thus
decreases its value.

In contrast, standards or feebates on new investment do not prompt producers
to underutilize existing polluting capital, and thus do not create stranded assets,
and preserve revenues from existing polluting capital. The second-best phased-in
carbon price also avoids stranded assets, but interestingly does not preserve the
revenues from existing polluting capital: it adjusts at the level where the owners
of current capital are indifferent between renting out their assets or scraping them.

However, feebates, standards and phased-in carbon prices are less efficient that
the first-best carbon price. They create higher legacy costs: society keeps using
obsolete polluting capacities until the end of their lifetime instead of scrapping
them — as if refusing to recognize that past accumulation of polluting capital
was a mistake. This strategy imposes further abatement efforts on the next
generations and increases total inter-temporal abatement costs. With phased-
in carbon prices, as with optimal carbon prices, those legacy costs are paid by
the owners of polluting capital in the form of reduced rental rates. But with
feebates and standards, legacy costs do not reduce the rental rates of existing
capacities: they are shared instead by investors building new capacities (that
is ultimately on all household’s savings). Compared to what happens with the
optimal carbon price, the higher cost of the transition is also spread over time.
And whatever the instrument chosen, avoiding stranded assets prevents a drop in

2By disproportionate we mean in relation to their proportion in the population.
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national production and thus national income when the policy is implemented.
These results suggest a trade-off between efficiency and political feasibility of

climate change mitigation policies. While they are imperfect instruments from
the perspective of intertemporal welfare maximization, policy instruments that
focus on redirecting investment towards clean capital (such as CAFE standards,
energy efficiency requirements for new appliance and buildings, or feebate pro-
grams) may reduce opposition to emission-reduction policies, making them easier
to implement than a carbon price in the short term. And as they transform pro-
gressively the production system, these second-best instruments may prepare the
economy and the public to easier implementation of carbon prices in the medium
term. Loosely speaking, policy makers face a choice between (1) a higher inter-
temporal welfare with the optimal carbon price; and (2) less immediate costs, no
stranded assets, and lower potential political costs with feebates, standards, and
to a lesser extent phased-in prices.

Finally, another important difference between the two types of instruments is
their mere efficacy. As they do not lead to decommissioning any polluting capi-
tal, second-best feebates, standards and phased-in carbon prices reduce emissions
slower than the optimal carbon price, and cannot achieve too stringent GHG
concentration targets — while the optimal carbon price could reduce emissions
arbitrarily quickly. Empirical evidence suggests that it could still be technically
possible to reach the 2◦C target while avoinding stranded assets. For instance,
Davis, Caldeira and Matthews (2010) estimate that emissions embedded in exis-
ting long-lived capital and infrastructure in 2010 committed us to a warming of
about 1.3◦C. However, findings by Rogelj et al. (2013), Johnson et al. (2015), and
Iyer et al. (2015) find that the least-cost pathway toward a 2◦C-compliant eco-
nomy does involve stranding assets. Governments willing to limit global warming
below 2◦C might still have a choice between first-best carbon prices and second-
best feebates, standards, or phased-in prices, and this choice implies a trade-off
between minimizing discounted costs and avoiding stranded assets.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section I details our
contribution to specific branches of the literature. Section II presents the basic
model. Section III presents the decentralized version of the model and solves for
the laissez-faire equilibrium. In section IV we analyze the least-cost growth path,
that can be obtained with a carbon price. In section V, we solve a social planner
program where stranded assets are to be avoided, and we look at how second-best
standards, feebates, or a phased-in carbon price can decentralize that constrained
transition. In section VI, we study the timing issues and risks of lock-in when
stranded assets are avoided. Section VII concludes.

I. Contribution to the Literature

This paper relates to several branches of the literature.
First, while the literature on instrument choice for environmental policy has

established that the carbon price is the most efficient instrument (Pigou, 1932;
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Goulder and Parry, 2008; Fischer and Newell, 2008),3 less attention has been
paid to their different distributional impacts. Most studies focus on the impact
of carbon prices, and look at distribution in terms of different income categories
(e.g., Rausch et al., 2010; Fullerton, Heutel and Metcalf, 2012; Coady, Flamini
and Sears, 2015; Borenstein and Davis, 2015) or different generations (e.g., Karp
and Rezai, 2012). Few papers explore how different policies set costs on different
sectors of the economy. One is Fullerton and Heutel (2010), who find in a two-
sector static model that the additional welfare cost of performance standards,
compared to that generated by a carbon price, is not supported by the dirty sector,
but spread over the clean one—Giraudet and Quirion (2008) had reached a similar
conclusion in the case of policies that promote energy efficiency. We expand this
literature by comparing alternative instruments in the dynamic context of the
transition to clean capital, showing that the optimal carbon prices and a second-
best phased-in carbon prices, feebates, or standards lead not only to different
distribution of costs between sectors but also over time.

By modelling investment and production decisions separately, we also show
that feebates and standards are not entirely equivalent to a carbon tax plus a
production subsidy — as previous research focused on efficiency impacts has found
(e.g., Fischer and Newell, 2008; Holland, Hughes and Knittel, 2009; Fullerton and
Heutel, 2010). Feebates and standards operate by influencing investment decisions
and do not directly reduce income for the owners of existing polluting capital,
while a carbon-tax-plus-subsidy scheme operates by influencing production and
does reduce the value of the existing stock of polluting capital.

Second, Goulder, Hafstead and Dworsky (2010) have studied how carbon mar-
kets can be designed to compensate firms for stranded assets, and find that under
a cap-and-trade system, the owners of polluting firms may be fully compensated if
a fraction of emissions allowances are grandfathered for free—making all permits
free is likely to result in substantial windfalls profits for the owners of polluting
capital (e.g., Sijm, Neuhoff and Chen, 2006). Goulder and Schein (2013) note
that the same result can be obtained with carefully-designed exemptions under a
carbon tax.4 We expand this literature by comparing carbon prices with alterna-
tive instruments: instead of offering compensation to the owners, standards and

3 For instance, the extensive literature on CAFE standards stresses that they do not provide incentive
to reduce emissions from the existing fleet (Austin and Dinan, 2005), may even create a rebound effect,
worsening the effect of unaddressed externalities such as congestion or emission of local pollutants (An-
derson et al., 2011) or slow down capital turnover, reducing the speed at which the new, energy-efficient
cars enter the fleet (Jacobsen and van Benthem, 2015). All these important considerations are left out
of our model.

4 It is well established that a potential advantage of carbon pricing schemes over regulations — not
captured in our model — is that the remaining revenues from carbon pricing can be used to mitigate
policy costs by reducing other distortive fiscal policies (Bovenberg and Goulder, 1996; Parry and Bento,
2000; Metcalf, 2014; Rausch and Reilly, 2015). Standards do not have this feature, but feebates may
be net revenue raiser (or net spenders, or be revenue-neutral), and phased-in carbon prices do raise
revenue. On the other hand, carbon revenues are rents, and they create the potential for rent seeking and
lobbying about their distribution among polluters, clean challengers, and any other organized group in
the economy (MacKenzie and Ohndorf, 2012), which may or may not be a substantial problem depending
on the strength of institutions and the quality of instrument design.
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feebates avoid stranded assets and all their social impacts in the first place. The
second-best phased-in carbon price also avoids stranded assets, but it adjusts at
the maximum level that reduces revenues from polluting capital to zero, which
makes little difference from the point of view of their owners. (The government
could still use the revenues anticipated from the carbon phase-in, or grandfather
the rights in a phased-in market, to compensate the owners of polluting capital.)

Finally, our paper relates to the literature that studies the transition to a clean
economy through the lens of the directed technical change theory (e.g. Gerlagh,
Kverndokk and Rosendahl, 2009; Kalkuhl, Edenhofer and Lessmann, 2012; André
and Smulders, 2014). This literature studies the policy mix to tackle both the
climate change externality and sector-specific knowledge accumulation and spil-
lovers. One finding highlighted by Kverndokk and Rosendahl (2007), Grimaud
and Lafforgue (2008) and Acemoglu et al. (2012, 2014) is that, in the short term,
the least-cost policy relies relatively more on research subsidies in the clean sector
than on carbon prices. The reason is that the most powerful lever to reduce GHG
emissions is to encourage a structural transformation of the economy over the long
term, not to distort production decisions in the short term. Here we disregard
knowledge accumulation and path dependence in that process, and focus instead
on another feature of Schumpeterian creative destruction: the accumulation of
physical capital and the creation of stranded assets. Our findings suggest that
feebates and standard help trigger structural change while avoiding immediate
disruption of the old sectors.

II. The Social Planner Model

We consider a Ramsey framework with a representative infinitely-lived hou-
sehold or social planner. At time t, consuming ct provides the household with
a utility u (ct), where the utility function is increasing with consumption, and
strictly concave (u′ > 0 and u′′ < 0).

The social planner produces one final good yt, using two types of available
capital: polluting capital kp (e.g., coal power plants, thermal engine vehicles) and
clean capital kc (e.g., renewable power plants, electric vehicles).

Production is used for consumption (ct) and investment (ip,t and ic,t).

yt = ct + ip,t + ic,t(1)

Investment ip,t and ic,t increase the stock of installed capital, which otherwise
depreciates exponentially at rate δ (we assume the same depreciation rate for
polluting and clean capital to keep notations simple, but this assumption plays
no particular role in the analysis):

k̇p,t = ip,t − δ kp,t(2)

k̇c,t = ic,t − δ kc,t(3)
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The doted variables represent temporal derivatives. Investment is irreversible
(Arrow and Kurz, 1970):5

ip,t ≥ 0(4)

ic,t ≥ 0(5)

This means that for instance, a coal plant cannot be turned into a wind turbine,
and only disappears through depreciation. (We leave capital retrofit to further
research.) However, the social planner may use only a portion qt of installed
capital kt to produce the flow of output yt given by:

yt = F (At, qp,t, qc,t)(6)

qp,t ≤ kp,t(7)

qc,t ≤ kc,t(8)

where At is the exogenous total factor productivity, assumed to increase at an
exponential rate over time. F is thus a classical production function, assumed to
satisfy the Inada conditions and exhibit decreasing returns to scale, to which we
add the explicit assumption that capital can be underutilized.

The substitutability between clean and dirty capital is not important to derive
the results in this paper. We assume for short that they are complementary, and
that the marginal productivity of both sorts of capital tends to infinity when q
tends to 0; doing so allows omitting corner solutions (with q = 0 or k = 0) in the
exposition.

In the remaining of this paper, qt will be called utilized capital and kt installed
capital. The underutilization of installed polluting capital can be optimal when
facing a constraint on GHG emissions. For instance, all coal plants in the economy
can be operated part-time, or some of them can be shut down, if the utilization
of the whole capital stock is conflicting with the climate objective. Both cases
are captured in aggregate with qc,t < kc,t.

6 In this paper, it turns out that un-
derutilization of clean capital is never optimal, so we omit the difference between
qc,t and kc,t for short in the remainder of the paper.

Polluting capital used at time t emits greenhouse gases et:

et = G× qp,t

Our modelling of emissions and production captures parsimoniously the functi-
oning of the most energy-intensive sectors of the economy, which are responsible
for the bulk of carbon emissions: power generation, transportation, and buildings
(light and air conditioning). In these sectors, greenhouse gas emissions depend

5 Following the wording by Arltesou (1999) and Wei (2003), capital is putty-clay.
6 We left decommissioning cost and maintenance costs out of the model. Both could reduce the

opportunity of underutilizing dirty capital.
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on the technology embedded in existing capital (for instance a given type of coal
power power plant, light bulb, or car), and how much the capital is used (how
many hours per year a light bulb is on, how much electricity is generated from
the plant, how many kilometres are travelled by the car). In particular, we omit
labour in the production function because substituting labour for capital (e.g.
drivers for taxis, operators for coal plants, or domestic workers for light bulbs) is
in general not a prominent option to reduce GHG emissions from existing capital.

GHG atmospheric concentration mt increases with emissions, and decreases
with a dissipation rate ε:

ṁt = G · qp,t − εmt(9)

The dissipation rate makes it possible to maintain a small stock of polluting
capital in the steady state (again simplifying exposition), but the conclusions
hold if we assume ε = 0.

III. Decentralized Model and Laissez-Faire Equilibrium

A. Decentralized Model

Here we introduce a decentralized version of the previous model, in which we
distinguish a representative household and a producer. We use this model to
solve for the laissez-faire equilibrium, and derive insights that will be useful in
the next sections, to analyse how different policy instruments affect the burden
sharing across actors in the economy.

Producers. — In the decentralized version, a representative producer produces
one final good, from the polluting and clean capital, using the same production
function than in the social planner version. They rent the capital qp,t and qc,t
(since it is never optimal to underuse clean capial in this paper, we directly
substitute qp,t = kc,t for simplicity) from households at the respective rental rates
Rp,t and Rc,t, which they take as given. They thus maximize the following profit:

max
q

Π(qp,t, kc,t) = F (At, qp,t, kc,t)−Rc,t · kc,t −Rp,t · qp,t(10)

Capitalist households. — Households make money by renting out a portion q
of available capacities k to producers to a rental rate they take as given. They
use this revenue to purchases goods for consumption ct or invest in capacities:

Rc,t · kc,t +Rp,t · qp,t = ct + ip,t + ic,t(11)
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In the laissez faire equilibrium, the problem of the household is to maximize
discounted welfare under budget and capacity constraints:

max
c,i,q

∫ ∞
0

e−ρt · u(ct) dt(12)

subject to Rc,t · kc,t +Rp,t · qp,t = ct + ip,t + ic,t (λt)

k̇p,t = ip,t − δkp,t (νt)

k̇c,t = ic,t − δkc,t (χt)

qp,t ≤ kp,t (βt)

where ρ is the rate of time preference. We indicated in parentheses the co-state
variables and Lagrangian multipliers (chosen such that they are positive): among
them, λt is the shadow value of income (used as numeraire), νt and χt are the
shadow value of new polluting and clean capital, and βt is the shadow cost of the
polluting capacity constraint.

B. Laissez-Faire Equilibrium

Producers. — To maximize profits, producers simply need to observe the rental
rates Rp,t, Rc,t and rent capital up to the point where marginal returns equal the
respective rental rates:

∂qpΠF = 0 =⇒ ∂qpF (qp,t, kc,t) = Rp,t(13)

∂kcΠF = 0 =⇒ ∂kcF (qp,t, kc,t) = Rc,t(14)

Households. — Deriving the FOCs relative to inter-temporal utility maximiza-
tion by the household leads to (Appendix A):

λt = νt = χt(15)

Rc,t =
1

λt
[(δ + ρ)χt − χ̇t](16)

Rp,t =
1

λt
[(δ + ρ)νt − ν̇t] =

βt
λt

(17)

It is easy to show that since producers are willing to pay a positive rent for
polluting capital in the laissez-faire equilibrium, households rent out all of the
polluting capacities (Appendix A).

Equation 17 implies that the shadow cost of the capacity constraint equals the
revenue from renting out capital Rp,t (λt is the numeraire): , simply reflecting
that the constraint prevents the household from earning more by renting more
capital than what is available.
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Equation 15 translates that in the laissez faire, for the household, the value of
polluting and clean capital are equal, and are both equal to the numeraire. The
value of capital influences the trade-off between consumption and investment. It
is also linked to the rental rate of capital. As explained by Jorgenson (1967), the
relationship between the rental costs (Rc,t, Rp,t) and the prices of new capital
(χt, νt) captured by equations (16) and (17) ensures agents would be indiffe-
rent between buying and renting capital, given the depreciation rate δ, the pure
preference for present ρ, and the future price of capital (implied by χ̇t and ν̇t).

Alternatively, solving these differential equations shows that the shadow values
of capacities equal the net present value of future rents received by a deprecating
capacity, plus a salvage value:

χt =

∫ ∞
t

e−(ρ+δ)τλτRc,τdτ + χ∞(18)

νt =

∫ ∞
t

e−(ρ+δ)τλτRp,τdτ + ν∞(19)

Combining all the FOCs 15,16, and 17, one finds that:

LEMMA 1: In the laissez faire equilibrium, the rental rates of polluting and clean
capital are equal, and the marginal productivity of clean and polluting capital are
also equal:

Rc,t = Rp,t(20)

∂qpF (qp,t, kc,t) = ∂kcF (qp,t, kc,t)(21)

This familiar result translates the well known equi-marginal principle.
The laissez-faire equilibrium is simple but provides a useful benchmark. In the

following sections, we compare the effect of different social constraints and policy
instruments to this benchmark.

IV. Minimizing Inter-temporal Costs in the Transition to Zero Carbon

This section looks at the socially-optimal transition to a clean economy and
how it can be decentralized with a carbon tax.

A. The Centralized First Best Optimum

Here, we adopt a cost-effectiveness approach (Manne and Richels, 1992; Am-
brosi et al., 2003; Weitzman, 2012) and analyze policies that allow maintaining
atmospheric concentration mt below a given ceiling m̄:

mt ≤ m̄(22)
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This threshold can be interpreted as a tipping point beyond which the environ-
ment and output can be highly damaged, or as an exogenous policy objective
such as the Paris 2◦C target, or any other temperature target designed to insure
society against catastrophic climate change (IPCC, 2014).

The social planner maximizes inter-temporal utility given the constraints set
by the economy budget, the capital motion law, investment irreversibility and the
GHG ceiling. The social planner program is:

max
c,i,q

∫ ∞
0

e−ρt · u(ct) dt(23)

subject to F (At, qp, kc)− ct − ip,t − ic,t = 0 (λt)

k̇p,t = ip,t − δkp,t (νt)

k̇c,t = ic,t − δkc,t (χt)

ṁt = G qp,t − εmt (µt)

mt ≤ m̄ (φt)

ip,t ≥ 0 (ψt)

qp,t ≤ kp,t (βt)

where µt is the shadow price of carbon, expressed in terms of utility at time t.

The Hamiltonian associated to the maximization of social welfare can be found
in appendix B.B1. The complementary slackness conditions are:

∀t, ψt ≥ 0 and ψt · ip,t = 0(24)

∀t, βt ≥ 0 and βt · (kp,t − qp,t) = 0(25)

∀t, φt ≥ 0 and φt · (m̄−mt) = 0(26)

And the first-order conditions of the social planner’s problem boil down to
(B.B1):

u′(ct) = λt = νt + ψt = χt(27)

∂kcF =
1

λt
((δ + ρ)χt − χ̇t)(28)

βt = ((δ + ρ)νt − ν̇t)(29)

∂qpF =
βt
λt

+ τt ·G(30)

Where τt is the social cost of carbon expressed in dollars per ton:

τt :=
µt
λt

(31)
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In the right hand side of equations 28 and 29 we recognize the values of the
rental rates of clean and polluting capital found in the previous section, that we
thus call the implicit rental cost of capital and denote Ric,t and Rip,t:

Ric,t :=
1

λt
[(δ + ρ)χt − χ̇t](16i)

Rip,t :=
1

λt
[(δ + ρ)νt − ν̇t](17i)

The system tends to a final stage which is reached, if ever, at a date that we
denote tss. In the final stage, the carbon budget is binding (mt = m̄), implying
that atmospheric emissions are stable (ṁt = 0) and polluting capital is constant
at kp,t = m̄ ε/G. We thus call the final stage steady state, even though the rest of
the economy (qc,t, kc,t and ct) keeps growing on a balanced growth path, driven
by the exogenous productivity growth captured by At.

Before the steady state is reached, a classical result (see for instance footnote
11 in Goulder and Mathai, 2000) is that the shadow carbon price grows at the
interest rate rt plus the dissipation rate of GHG (appendix B.B2)

∀t, mt < m̄ =⇒ τ̇t = τt (rt + ε)(32)

where the endogenous interest rate rt is defined as the marginal return from clean
investments net from depreciation:

(33) rt := ∂kcF − δ

These dynamics may be interpreted as a generalized Hotelling rule applied to clean
air: along the optimal pathway, and before the ceiling is reached, the discounted
abatement costs are constant over time. The appropriate discount rate is rt + ε,
to take into account the natural decay of GHG in the atmosphere. (Rezai and
Van der Ploeg (2016) use a more complex climate model and account for fossil
reserve depletion, risk aversion, and use a cost-benefit approach, and still find
that the optimal carbon price essentially grows exponentially over time before
the transition is complete.)

In the laissez-faire equilibrium, capital was used up to the point where the
marginal productivity of polluting capital was equal to its rental rate. This is
no longer the case, since the social planner now accounts for the social cost of
carbon when they use polluting capital. They must therefore reduce the amount
of polluting capital used for production, to increase its marginal productivity:

LEMMA 2: Along the socially-optimal path, the marginal productivity of clean
capital equals the implicit rental rate of clean capital:

∂kcF = Ric,t(34)
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The marginal productivity of polluting capital is equal to the rental rate of polluting
capital plus the marginal cost of carbon emissions:

∂qpF = Rip,t + τt G(35)

PROOF:
Equation 34 derives from eq. 28 and 16i. Equation 35 is obtained by substituting

βt in eq. 30, using eq. 17i. �
Another difference with the laissez-faire equilibrium is that the implicit rental

rate of polluting capital Rip,t differs from that of clean capital, as it is now affected
by a legacy cost :

LEMMA 3: Along the optimal path, the implicit rental rate of polluting capital
can be lower than that of clean capital:

Rip,t = Ric,t − `t(36)

Where we call legacy cost `t the monetary impact of the irreversibility constraint
on the rental rate of polluting capital:

`t =
1

λt

(
(ρ+ δ)ψt − ψ̇t

)
(37)

where ψt is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the irreversibility constraint
(23).

PROOF:
Equation eq. 36 is obtained by replacing νt by χt − ψt (eq. 27) in eq. 17. �
Because investment is irreversible, the stock of polluting capital cannot be in-

stantaneously adjusted when the carbon price is implemented. Polluting capital
therefore becomes relatively more abundant and a the legacy cost imposes a gap
between the implicit rental rates of clean and dirty capacities.

The legacy cost `t can be seen as the “annualized” version of the shadow cost
of the irreversibility constraint ψt; similarly to how the implicit rental rate Rip,t is
an “annualized” version of the value of new brown capacities νt. The legacy cost
quantifies the regret that society has because of excessive irreversible investment
in polluting capital (e.g. having built a coal power plant before the climate
mitigation policy has been announced).

The next lemma states that the legacy cost is necessarily strictly positive at
the beginning of the transition,7 but then decreases and eventually reaches zero
once polluting capital has adjusted through natural depreciation.

7 In the analysis by Arrow and Kurz (1970), the irreversibility constraint can be binding only if the
initial capital stock is higher than the steady-state level; here, the irreversibility constraint is binding for
any level of initial polluting capital because of the new constraint on emissions.
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Figure 1. Installed polluting and clean capital, and utilized polluting capital in the least-

cost transition to clean capital

Note: Before t0, the economy is on the laissez-faire equilibrium, during which the stock of clean capital
is small but not null. At t0 the carbon price is implemented, investment in polluting capital stops, and
polluting capital depreciates until ti (∀t ∈ (t0, ti), ib = 0). During this period, a portion of polluting
capital may be underutilized (qp,t < kp,t), becoming stranded assets (kp,t− qp,t). Here, the steady state
is reached at tss.

LEMMA 4: The transition to clean capital goes through a series of phases of two
kinds:

1) Phases with strictly positive legacy costs, during which the implicit rental
price of polluting capital is lower than the rental rate of clean capital and
no investment is made in polluting capital:

`t ≤ Ric,t
Rip,t < Ric,t

ip,t = 0

2) Phases with zero legacy costs, during which the implicit rental rate of pol-
luting capital is equal to the implicit rental rate of clean capital and gross
investment in polluting capital is strictly positive:

`t = 0

Rip,t = Ric,t

ip,t > 0

The transition necessarily starts with a type 1 phase (with positive legacy costs),
and ends with a type 2 phase (where rental rates of clean and polluting capital are
equal).
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PROOF:
Since Rip,t = βt ≥ 0 (eq. 29), `t = Ric,t−Rip,t ≤ Ric,t. Appendix B.B3 proves the

rest of the lemma. �
This lemma reflects that the legacy cost are only temporary, because in the long
term, excess polluting capital has depreciated to a sustainable level. We show
below that this implies that stranded assets are only a temporary phenomena, as
all the polluting capital is used during the second type of phase.

Lemma 4 also means that in the social optimum, the maximum possible value
for the legacy cost `t is the marginal productivity of clean capital ∂kcF (= Ric,t): at
worst, the social planner regrets not to have invested in clean instead of polluting
capital before t0. In that case, the rental rate of polluting capital falls down to
zero, reflecting that polluting capital is over-abundant and should be underused:

LEMMA 5: If the carbon price is higher than the marginal productivity of in-
stalled polluting capital divided by its carbon intensity, polluting capital is unde-
rutilized:

τt G > ∂kpF (kp,t, kc,t) =⇒


qp,t < kp,t

`t = Ric,t
Rip,t = 0

∂qpF (qp, kc) = τt G

(38)

PROOF:
Eq. 35 implies that the implicit rental rate of polluting capital Rip,t is the dif-

ference between the marginal productivity of polluting capital and social cost of
carbon. As the implicit rental rate of polluting capital Rip,t is equal to the po-
sitive multiplier associated to the capacity constraint βt (eq. 29 and 17), when
the carbon price is higher than the marginal productivity of installed polluting
capital the rental rate of polluting capital is nill and capital is underutilized. �

Lemma 5 means that stopping to use some of the polluting capital that was
constructed before the climate policy is enacted can be part of the optimal stra-
tegy to reduce the cost of the transition to clean capital. Since in our framework
all polluting capital is in aggregate, this lemma can be interpreted as an unde-
rutilization of the whole stock of polluting capital, with the rental rate of the
whole stock falling to zero. (Another, more realistic interpretation is that the
most polluting units of capital, for instance the oldest coal power plants, are
decommissioned while the rest of the stock is used at full capacity.)

Underutilization of polluting capital depends on the GHG concentration cei-
ling m̄, on the initial stock of polluting capital kb,t0 and on other parameters of
the model such as the functional forms of F and u, on the depreciation rate δ
and the preference for the present ρ. As illustrated in figure 2, for a given set
of functions and parameters the underutilization of polluting capital happens if
initial polluting capital is high (right end of the x-axis) and/or if the ceiling is
stringent (lower part of the y-axis).
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Figure 2. Under-utilization of polluting capital as a function of initial emissions and the

ceiling.

Note: Depending on initial emissions (i.e. initial brown capital kb,0) and on the concentration ceiling
(m̄), brown capital is underutilized or not in the first-best optimum.

We summarize the findings about the socially-optimal transition to clean capital
in the following proposition, illustrated by Figure 1:

PROPOSITION 1: The optimal transition from polluting to clean capital goes
through phases of two kinds.

1) In the first type of phase, the irreversibility of investment translates into a
positive legacy cost, which itself translates into a gap between the rental rate
of polluting and clean capital. As a result, no investment goes to polluting
capital during this phase. At worst, the rental rate of polluting capital can
drop to zero, and existing polluting capacities can be underused, creating
stranded assets.

2) In the second type of phase, the rental rates of clean and polluting capital
are equal and there are no stranded assets.

The optimal transition necessarily starts with a phase with positive legacy costs,
potentially featuring stranded assets, and ends with a phase with no legacy costs
and no stranded assets.

PROOF:

Lemmas 3, 4 and 5. �
The concepts of stranded assets and legacy costs can also be used to decompose

the social cost of carbon τt (from equations 34, 35 and 36) as a technical marginal
abatement cost (e.g. renewable power plants are more expensive than coal power
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plants) plus the legacy cost:

τt︸︷︷︸
Marginal abatement cost

=
∂qpF − ∂kcF

G︸ ︷︷ ︸
Technical cost

+
`t
G︸︷︷︸

Legacy cost

(39)

In this section, we thus have found that under irreversible investment, society
has to live with past mistakes for a while, once it realizes it has been on a non-
optimal growth path. To limit the associated legacy cost, it is efficient to give
up part of installed polluting capital in order to reduce emissions faster, that is
to create stranded assets. In the next section, we show that a carbon price can
decentralize the social optimum, and that the legacy costs are paid in this case
by the current owners of polluting capital. Then, we turn to a social planner
program where stranded assets have to avoided, and look at policy instruments
to decentralize that program.

B. Decentralization with a Carbon Tax

Unsurprisingly, the government can trigger the same outcome as in the social
optimum in a decentralized economy by imposing a price on carbon emissions.
Starting from the decentralized model exposed in Section III, the firm’s flow of
profit (10) is modified to:

(10tax) Πt = F (At, qp,t, kc,t)−Rc,t · kc,t −Rp,t · kp,t − τt G qp,t

Where τt is a carbon tax schedule numerically equal to the optimal shadow carbon
price in the social planner’s program (32).

The FOCs for the producer become:

∂qpΠF = 0 =⇒ ∂qpF (qp,t, qc,t) = Rp,t + τt G(13tax)

∂qcΠF = 0 =⇒ ∂kcF (qp,t, qc,t) = Rc,t(14tax)

The problem for the household becomes :

max
c,i,q

∫ ∞
0

e−ρt · u(ct) dt(12tax)

subject to L+Rc,t · kc,t +Rp,t · qp,t = ct + ip,t + ic,t (λt)

k̇p,t = ip,t − δkp,t (νt)

k̇c,t = ic,t − δkc,t (χt)

ip,t ≥ 0 (ψt)

qp,t ≤ kp,t (βt)
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Where L represents lump-sum revenues from the carbon tax. While L = τt G qp,t
in aggregate, atomistic households have a negligible impact on L, which they take
as given. Therefore, the representative households also takes L as given.

First order conditions for the investor are the same as in the laissez-faire (15, 16,
17), and combining them with the FOCs for the producer leads to the same set of
equations than the FOCs from the planner’s program in the previous section —
with the implicit rental costs of capital (Rip,t,R

i
c,t) replaced by the actual rental

costs of capital (Rp,t,Rc,t), and the social cost of carbon replaced by the actual
price of carbon. This means that the carbon price leads to the socially-optimal
investment and production decisions.

Applied to the decentralized equilibrium, results from the previous section mean
that when the government implements a carbon price, the actual rental rate of
polluting capacities is affected by the legacy costs:

Rp,t = Rc,t − `t(36market)

At worst, in case of stranded assets, the actual rental rate of polluting capacities
can be reduced to zero, jeopardizing the revenues of the owners of polluting capital
(lemma 5).

The socially-optimal carbon price may thus turn out to be politically difficult to
implement, as it imposes immediate and concentrated costs on a few players, the
owners of polluting capital, who can easily organise and oppose the reform (Olson,
1977; Trebilcock, 2014); while its benefits, avoided climate change, are diffuse over
all actors and over time, which tends to reduce mobilization to defend the reform.

In the next section, we solve for a constrained equilibrium where stranded assets
are to be avoided for political reasons. This increases the total economic cost of
the transition, in particular from legacy costs. These legacy costs are paid by
different actors, depending on which specific instruments the government uses to
enforce the second-best transition.

V. Avoiding Stranded Assets

A. Social Planner Program

Here, we solve a new social planner program, identical to the first best optimum,
but with the additional political constraint that polluting capital should not be
underused:

max
c,i,q

∫ ∞
0

e−ρt · u(ct) dt(40)

subject to F (At, qp, kc)− ct − ip,t − ic,t = 0 (λt)

k̇p,t = ip,t − δkp,t (νt)
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k̇c,t = ic,t − δkc,t (χt)

ṁt = G qp,t − εmt (µt)

mt ≤ m̄ (φt)

ip,t ≥ 0 (ψt)

qp,t ≤ kp,t (βt)

qp,t ≥ kp,t (αt)

In this problem, we have left two constraints for analytical purposes: the physical
one, that capacity cannot be overused, and the political choice that stranded
assets should not occur. The latter is expressed as an inequality which is binding
only when there would otherwise be stranded assets, rather than an equality, also
for analytical tractability.

First order conditions are available at appendix C. The system tends towards
the same steady state as in the first best case. Before the steady state, the carbon
price still grows at the interest rate net of carbon dissipation rate.

However, the no-stranded-assets constraint changes the relationship between
the shadow cost of the capacity constraints and the value of new capacities (cap-
tured by eq.29 in the first best equilibium):

βt − αt = ((δ + ρ)νt − ν̇t)(41)

So that defining the implicit rental rates of capital as before (16i, 17i) now yields
λtR

i
p,t = βt − αt. The implicit rental cost of polluting capital depends on both the

physical constraint that capacities cannot be overused and the political constraint
that they shall not be underused. The implicit rental cost of clean capital is as
in the first best. Equations 34 and 35 are unchanged:

∂kcF = Ric,t(34const)

∂qpF = Rip,t + τt ·G(35const)

the marginal productivity of polluting capital is still the sum of the implicit rental
price of capital and the social cost of carbon. However, the implicit rental rate
of polluting capital can now be negative. Since both βt and αt are positive by
construction, and λt = u′(ct), with u′ > 0 by assumption (Section II),

α = 0 =⇒ β

λt
= ∂qpF − τt ·G > 0 =⇒ Rip,t > 0(42)

βt = 0 =⇒ α

λt
= τt ·G− ∂qpF > 0 =⇒ Rip,t < 0(43)

If the capacity constraint is not binding, then βt = 0. This implies that the
social cost of carbon is higher than the marginal productivity of polluting capi-
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tal, and that the constraint that polluting assets cannot be stranded is binding
(αt > 0). In that case, the implicit rental rate of polluting capital is negative. In
other words, by refusing to strand polluting assets, society is implicitly subsidi-
zing their utilization. The multiplier associated with the political constraint, α,
interprets as that implicit subsidy (λ is the numeraire). The next sections show
that depending on what policy instruments the government uses to enforce the
constrained transition, this implicit subsidy may or may not translate into an
actual subsidy.

On the other hand, when the political no-stranded-assets constraint is not bin-
ding, then αt = 0 and, as expected, the implicit rental rate of polluting capital
behaves as in the first-best equilibrium (β = Rip,t > 0).

Identically to what happens in the first-best pathway, the marginal productivi-
ties are differentiated by legacy costs and the social cost of carbon:

∂qpF = ∂kcF − `t + τt G(44)

where legacy costs `t are defined as previously from the cost of the irreversibility
constraint (37), yielding Rip,t = Ric,t− `t. In the constrained transition, the social
cost of carbon τt is thus still equal to a technical marginal abatement cost plus a
legacy cost, that is equation 39 holds.

But the legacy cost is no longer bounded by Ric,t as in lemma 4, because Rip,t
can be negative. In particular,

LEMMA 6: At the beginning of the constrained transition, legacy costs are equal
to the carbon price: `t0 = τt0 G.

PROOF:
At t0, since both clean and polluting capital are fully utilized, ∂qpF = ∂kcF ,

and thus `t = τt G. �
With the first-best carbon price, the maximum regret linked to excess past

installation of polluting capital was the opportunity cost of not having invested
in clean capital. Here, preventing underutilization is like refusing to recognize
that past accumulation of polluting capital was a mistake. When society keeps
using obsolete polluting capital instead of early-scrapping it, the legacy cost can
be as high as the cost of the carbon emissions generated by the polluting capital,
that is much higher than in the first-best transition. Refusing to strand assets
thus increases regret from past investment in those assets, as their utilization
make the climate target more difficult to achieve.

Positive legacy costs at the beginning of the transition also means that, as in the
first best case, the constrained transition starts with a phase with no investment
in polluting capacity (`t > 0 =⇒ ψt > 0 =⇒ ip,t = 0). During this phase, since
growth happens from clean capital accumulation, a gap between the productivity
of clean and polluting capital appears, and grows over time ∂qpF > ∂kcF , giving
space for legacy costs to decrease over time (44).
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Before the carbon budget is depleted, there may also be phases where invest-
ment in polluting capital is strictly positive (capacity variation net of depreciation
can remain negative during those phases). During such phases, legacy cost are
necessarily nil (ib > 0 =⇒ ψt = 0 =⇒ `t = 0). Finally, the system reaches the
same steady state as previously, during which investment in polluting capacity
maintains polluting capacity at the maximum allowable level, legacy costs are nil,
and implicit rental rates are equal for polluting and clean capacities.

Let us compare the constrained transition to the socially-optimal one. Since
capacities are not underused, short-term output may be higher in the constrained
transition than in the first-best strategy:

LEMMA 7: In the constrained transition, short-term output is equal or higher
than with the first-best carbon price.

PROOF:
The first-best carbon price may induce underutilization of polluting capital in

the short-run (qp,1,t0 < kp,t0). In the second-best solution, capital is not underused
(qp,2,t0 = kp,t0). At t0, production is thus higher in the constrained transition.
F (At0 , qp,2,t0 , kc,t0) ≥ F (At0 , qp,1,t0 , kc,t0). �

Figure 3 illustrates this result. The figure, derived from numerical simulati-
ons, shows not only a higher short-term production but also higher consumption
when stranded assets are avoided. But analytically, the effect on consumption is
ambiguous because it involves the offsetting impacts from an income effect (short-
term output is higher) and two substitution effect (investment in clean capital is
cheaper, which tends to decrease short-term investment and thus increase con-
sumption, and investment in polluting capital is more expensive, which tends to
increase short-term consumption).

Figure 4 compares the shadow cost of carbon implied by the optimal and con-
strained transitions. Avoiding stranded assets generate a higher social cost of
carbon than the first-best carbon price. However the dynamics of capital accu-
mulation mean that the social cost of carbon at each point in time does not
translate into consumption losses at the same point in time (Vogt-Schilb, Meu-
nier and Hallegatte, 2014). In this case, while the constrained transition sets a
higher shadow cost of carbon at each time t (figure 4), they lead to higher output,
and possibly higher consumption, over the short-run (lemma 7, figure 3).

Results from this section are summarized in the following proposition:

PROPOSITION 2: The constrained transition leads to the same steady state as
the optimal transition, the constrained pathway thus differs only temporarily from
the first-best pathway.

The constrained transition imposes a higher shadow cost of carbon, and an
initially higher legacy costs than the optimal transition.

Compared to the optimal transition, the constrained transition smooths social
costs: it decreases effort in the short-run (lemma 7), leaves them unchanged in the
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Figure 3. Output and consumption in the two simulations.

Note: The left panel shows output y in the first-best and the constrained transitions. In the short-run
output is lower in the first-best case because of stranded assets. On the particular example in the right,
short-term consumption c is higher in the second-best case because of a higher output y. tss is the date
at which the steady state is reached, here it is reached sooner in the second-best case (tss,2 < tss,1).

long-run (as the long term steady-state remains unchanged), and thus increases
effort in the medium-run.

In the following section, we show that feebates, standards, and phased-in carbon
price can all decentralize the constrained transition. But feebates and standards
protect revenues for the owners of existing polluting capital, while the second-best
phased-in carbon price does not.

B. Decentralization of the Second-best Equilibrium Combining a Carbon Price and a

Subsidy on Polluting Production, or a Phased-in Carbon Price

One way to decentralize the constrained optimum is to simply transform the
social cost of carbon µ and the shadow subsidy for avoiding stranded assets α in
an actual carbon tax and an actual subsidy on polluting production.

In that case, the program of the producer becomes:

max
q
πt = F (At, qp,t, qc,t)−Rc,tqc,t − (Rp,t + τtG− αt)qp,t(45)

Where R is the market price for renting capacities. This leads to the FOCs for
the producer:

Rc,t = ∂kcF(46)

Rp,t = ∂qpF − τtG+ αt(47)
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Figure 4. Shadow carbon price in the two simulations.

Note: The shadow price of emissions is higher in the constrained transition. The dates tss,1 and tss,2
denote the moment when the first best transition and the second best transition, retrospectively, reach
the steady state.

And the household problem becomes:

max
c,i,q

∫ ∞
0

e−ρt · u(ct) dt(48)

subject to L− S +Rc,t · kc,t +Rp,t · qp,t = ct + ip,t + ic,t (λt)

k̇p,t = ip,t − δkp,t (νt)

k̇c,t = ic,t − δkc,t (χt)

ip,t ≥ 0 (ψt)

qp,t ≤ kp,t (βt)

where L represent lump sum revenues from the carbon price, and S is the lump-
sum cost of the subsidy, both taken as given by the household. First order conditi-
ons for the household are thus unchanged compared to the laissez-faire equilibium
or the carbon price.

Thus if the government sets the value of the carbon tax schedule and the subsidy
equal to the optimum values of the respective co-state variables from the previous
section, the set of FOCs is identical to the one from the constrained transition,
where implicit rental rates have been replaced by actual rental rates, the social
cost of carbon is replaced by the carbon price, and the implicit subsidy on pollu-
ting production is replaced by the actual subsidy, leading to the same transition
to a clean economy. (To prove this more formally, Appendix C.C1 shows that the
FOCs for this problem and the FOCs for the centralized constrained equilibrium
are equivalent). In particular, stranded assets are avoided.

Since these FOCs only depend on τtG and αt via (τtG−αt), the government can
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also decentralize the constrained transition using a single instrument: the phased-
in tax scheduled τ̃t = τtG−αt. At the beginning of the transition, αt > 0 reduces
the phased-in carbon price below its first-best schedule. Note that the phased-in
carbon price increases over time for two reasons: first, efficiency conditions means
that the carbon price should increase, basically at the interest rate, as long as
the transition to a clean economy is not complete. And second, to avoid stranded
assets, the actual carbon price would start at a lower-than-efficient value, and
catch-up with the optimal value to give time to players to adjust to the new
prices.

Stranded assets can thus be avoided using a phased-in carbon price, or, equi-
valently, the combination of a carbon price and a subsidy for production from
polluting capacity. Both instruments achieve this by imposing a cost to produ-
cers, (τt − αt/G), which is lower than the social cost of carbon τt.

It does not follow, however, that these instruments are harmless for the owners
of polluting capacities. Indeed, the previous subsection shows that the highest
possible value for the second-best subsidy αt is τtG− ∂qpF . But in that case, the
subsidy covers only the gap between marginal productivity of polluting capital
and the carbon price, implying that market price for renting polluting capacities
is still zero Rp,t = 0 during this phase (47). Even if they avoid stranded assets,
the second best phased-in carbon price does not protect the revenues of the ow-
ners of polluting capital. (For the producer, however, the infra-marginal rent is
preserved).

This results nuances the claim by Williams (2011) that phasing-in a carbon
price is a way of dealing with distributional impacts of climate policies. Our
model suggests that while a phased-in carbon tax can avoid an economy-wide
drop in production when it is announced, it is set at the level where owners
of polluting capacity are just indifferent between renting out their capacities or
scrapping them.8 (As always, the government could still use the revenues from
either instrument ex-post, to explicitly offset the losses of the owners of polluting
capital.)

In contrast, the next section shows that if government use instruments that
regulate new investment decisions instead of production decisions, such as feebate
programs or standards on new equipment, then the same transition to a clean
economy can be enforced while protecting the owners of polluting capital ex-ante.

We summarize the findings of this section in the following proposition:

PROPOSITION 3: A phased-in carbon tax is equivalent to a carbon tax comple-
mented with a temporary subsidy on polluting capacity. Both instruments allow
decentralization of the second-best transition to clean capital where stranded as-
sets are to be avoided. Second-best phased carbon prices may reduce revenues from
existing polluting capital down to zero.

8 An open question is whether modelling explicitly sunk entry costs in the process of polluting capital
accumulation (e.g., Lecuyer and Vogt-Schilb, 2014) would allow the owners of polluting capital to keep
some revenue when the second-best phased-in carbon price is implemented.
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C. Decentralization with Feebate or Standards on New Investment

Current climate mitigation policies are not limited to carbon prices; many go-
vernments rely instead on instruments such as energy efficiency standards, direct
public investment in “green” sectors such as public transport, and fiscal incentives
for green investment such as feebates, which impose additional fees on polluting
capital and rebates for clean capital (IEA, 2016). These instruments redirect
investment towards clean capital but have no effect on the use of existing capital.

Standards. — One way to regulate investment is with quantity instruments, that
is imposing a moratorium on polluting investment and mandating investment in
clean capacity. We call these instruments standards on new investment.

Standards on new investment may seem extreme in our model, but similar
instruments are actually discussed in the field of climate policy. For instance,
Bertram et al. (2015) and Pfeiffer et al. (2016) propose to rule out investment
in standard coal and gas power plants, and to mandate new power plants to be
renewable power, nuclear, or fossil fuel plants equipped with carbon capture and
storage.

This example reminds us that while our model only represents “clean” and
“dirty” capital, the real-life implementation of standards would not be a pure
command and control policy: requiring all new investment to be carbon-free still
lets the market chose amongst a range of various complying technologies (Azar
and Sandén, 2011). Also, while capital in our model is either perfectly clean or
has a carbon intensity of exactly G, in actuality there is a continuum of possible
carbon intensities. Standards can thus be set at any values, for instance CAFE
standards on new cars or trucks have been progressively tightened over time.

With standards, the household problem becomes:

max
c,i,q

∫ ∞
0

e−ρt · u(ct) dt(49)

subject to Rc,t · kc,t +Rp,t · qp,t = ct + ip,t + ic,t (λt)

k̇p,t = ip,t − δkp,t (νt)

k̇c,t = ic,t − δkc,t (χt)

ip,t ≥ 0 (ψt)

qp,t ≤ kp,t (βt)

ip,t ≤ sp,t (σp,t)

ic,t ≥ sc,t (σc,t)

The standards sp,t, sc,t can be optimally set to equal polluting investments found
in section V.A. In this model, sp,t = 0 until polluting capacities have depreciated
to a level compatible with the carbon ceiling.
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First-order conditions for the household can be reduced to the following equa-
tions:

u′(ct) = λt(50)

νt = λt − σp,t − ψt(51)

χt = λt + σc,t(52)

λtRc,t = (δ + ρ)χt − χ̇t(53)

λtRp,t = βt = (δ + ρ)νt − ν̇t(54)

These equations show that the standards sp,t and sc,t impose a shadow cost and
a shadow subsidy on investment in new polluting and clean capital respectively.
Below, we show that a feebate programs that mimics those shadow values can
also decentralize the constrained optimum. Notice that two instruments may be
needed here: a moratorium on polluting investment alone imposes a shadow price
on investment decision, and can thus result in households consuming too much
and saving too little, compared to the second-best constrained transition. The
mandate on clean investment compensates that.

With standards, the firms problem is the same as in the laissez-faire:

πt = F (At, qp,t, qc,t)−Rc,tqc,t −Rp,tqp,t(55)

Now implying that firms are always willing to pay a strictly positive rent for both
clean and dirty capacities:

∂kcF = Rc,t(56)

∂qpF = Rp,t(57)

In particular, the rental rate on polluting capital does not drop when the policy is
implemented, and remains strictly positive during the transition. Strictly positive
rental rates also imply that with standards on new investment, the household
always rents out all the available capital: there are no stranded assets.

Since mandates constrain investment decisions and thus capital stocks, since
the household rents out all of those stocks, and since consumption equals total
production net of investment, we have shown that:

LEMMA 8: Well-designed mandates or performance standards can decentralize
the constrained transition.

PROOF:
More details are provided in Appendix C.C2.

Feebate. — Unsurprisingly, the same transition can be obtained using price in-
struments, for instance a so-called feebate program. A feebate is the combination
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of a subsidy (or rebate) θc,t on investment in clean capacity and a tax (or fee) θp,t
on investment in polluting capacity.9

With feebates, the household problem becomes:

max
c,i,q

∫ ∞
0

e−ρt · u(ct) dt(58)

subject to B +Rc,t · kc,t +Rp,t · qp,t − ct − ip,t(1 + θp,t)− ic,t(1− θc,t) = 0 (λt)

k̇p,t = ip,t − δkp,t (νt)

k̇c,t = ic,t − δkc,t (χt)

ip,t ≥ 0 (ψt)

qp,t ≤ kp,t (βt)

Where B is the net budgetary impact of the feebate scheme, considered exogenous
by the representative household. First order conditions for the household become:

u′(ct) = λt(59)

νt = λt(1 + θp,t)− ψt(60)

χt = λt(1− θc,t)(61)

λtRp,t = βt = (ρ+ δ)νt − ν̇t(62)

λtRc,t = (ρ+ δ)χt − χ̇t(63)

To decentralize the constrained social optimum, the government simply needs to
set the feebate (θp,t, θc,t) such that the values of clean and polluting investment are
the same as in the previous cases; that is choosing θp,t such that (60) is equivalent
to (51) and choosing θc,t such that (61) is equivalent to (52). In that case, the
set of equations that describe the response of the household and producer to the
feebate program is the same as the set of equation describing their response to
the standards or mandates.

Moreover, the firms problem remains unchanged, and the same demonstration
than above shows that with a feebate, rents are positive, there are no stranded
assets, and the rental rate of polluting capacities does not drop when the policy
is implemented:

PROPOSITION 4: The constrained transition to clean capital where stranded
assets are to be avoided can be decentralized with standards on new investment,
or with feebates on new investment. Such second-best instruments do not directly
affect the revenues of the owners of current polluting capital.

PROOF:
Appendix C.C2 provides more details.

9Our model does not capture all important factors in the choice between price and quantity instru-
ments. See Goulder and Schein (2013) for a review of these factors.
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Those results extend previous findings, (e.g., Fischer and Newell, 2008; Holland,
Hughes and Knittel, 2009; Fullerton and Heutel, 2010), who find, using static
models, that performance standards and feebate schemes act as the combination of
a carbon tax and a production subsidy. With our dynamic model, we have clarified
that while this shadow subsidy protects production and revenues from pre-existing
polluting capital, it does not provide incentive to invest in additional polluting
capital. The effect of the shadow subsidy is thus only temporary since once the
level of polluting capital has decreased to a sustainable path, all instruments
are equivalent to a simple carbon tax. And more surprisingly, the incidence of
a carbon price plus a temporary subsidy on polluting production differs from
the incidence of standards or feebates on investment decisions (Since this result
required to model separately investors and producers, it was not found by the
above-mentioned papers.)

VI. Committed Emissions, Instrument Choice, and Carbon Lock-in

Since they maintain a full utilization of polluting capital in the short term,
feebates, standards, and the second-best phased-in carbon price result in higher
short-term emissions than the carbon tax (Lemma 7 and figure 5). These instru-
ments may thus not be sufficient to reach stringent climate objectives if past
accumulation of polluting capital is substantial.

Figure 5. GHG emissions in the two cases.

Note: The first-best carbon prices induces decommission of polluting capital and can thus reduce carbon
emissions faster than second-best alternative instruments.

Figure 6 offers a visualization of this issue. At low polluting capital stocks
(thus low emissions), a carbon tax does not lead to underutilization of polluting
capital. In this case, the first-best carbon price leads to the exact same pathway
as second-best feebates or standards (and the phased-in carbon price is simply
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Figure 6. Under-utilization of polluting capital and feasibility of the climate target avoiding

stranded assets as a function of initial emissions.

equal to the optimal carbon price). This is a situation of flexibility in which a
government can enforce the optimal transition to clean capital using any of the
instruments discussed in this paper.

But as long as climate policies are absent or too lax, the economy accumulates
polluting capital, making GHG emissions grow and reducing the residual carbon
budget for a given climate target (the conventional growth arrow).

At one point, the threshold when the marginal productivity of polluting capi-
tal is lower than the optimal carbon price is crossed (see eq. 38), meaning that
polluting capital should be underutilized and output reduced along the optimal
pathway. From there, a carbon price may become even more difficult to imple-
ment because of political-economy constraints. But the alternative option of using
feebates, standards or phase-in is still available to reach the same carbon budget
without immediate drop in income.

There is thus a window of opportunity, during which alternative policy instru-
ments may induce a smooth and maybe politically-easier transition to a low-
carbon economy. If this occasion is missed (right hand side, figure 6), it becomes
impossible to reach the climate target without underutilization of polluting capital
and the alternative instruments are not an option any more (if the climate ob-
jective is not revised). In this last area, not only the economic cost of reaching the
climate target is higher, but the political economy also creates a carbon lock-in:
the only option to reach the climate target involves stranded assets and thus has
a significant short-term cost, making it more difficult to implement successfully
a climate policy consistent with the target.

The zone in which polluting capital must be underutilized to remain below the
ceiling depends on the capital depreciation rate δ, the GHG dissipation rate ε,
initial GHG concentration m0 and initial polluting capital k0. The lower blue line
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in figure 6 is expressed analytically in appendix D and can be approximated by:

m̄ = m0 +
G k0

δ

According to Davis, Caldeira and Matthews (2010), the level of existing pollu-
ting infrastructure in 2010 was still low enough to achieve the 2◦C target without
underutilizing polluting capital. They find that if existing energy infrastructure
was used for its normal life span and no new polluting devices were built, future
warming would be less than about 1.3◦C. While they do not discuss whether the
least-cost policy would lead to underutilization — that is, whether we are in the
top or the middle triangle in figure 6 — several studies based on integrated asses-
sment models investigate this question. Rogelj et al. (2013) and Johnson et al.
(2015) both find that, in most 2◦C scenarios, polluting capital (coal power plants
in particular) are decommissioned before the end of their lifetime, suggesting that
the global economy is in the middle zone in figure 6.

In other words, empirical evidence suggests the optimal pathway to a stabili-
zation of the climate at 2◦C involves decommissioning existing capital, but that
we can still get there by only reducing the carbon content of new capital — in
a recent numerical simulation, Bertram et al. (2015) find that a mix between
low carbon prices and technology mandates (in particular a moratorium on coal
power plants and a minimum requirement for clean power investment) could in-
deed deliver the 2◦C while substantially limiting stranded assets. For some higher
temperature target, feebates or standards and carbon prices are equivalent; while
lower temperature targets, such as a 1.5◦C target, may now be out of reach if
stranded assets are to be avoided — taking into account that since the study by
Davis, Caldeira and Matthews (2010), investment in polluting capital has kept
growing and adding to committed GHG emissions (Davis and Socolow, 2014).

VII. Conclusion

The present analysis should be interpreted cautiously, as we only explored a
few aspects of the transition to clean capital. In particular, our model ignores
uncertainty, limited foresight from investors, and limited ability to commit from
governments, which can all have important consequences on the comparison bet-
ween carbon prices, phased-in carbon prices and feebates or standards regulating
present-day investment. One possibility for further research is to integrate and
quantify the effect of these elements in a single framework.

Despite these limitations, our results highlight that policy makers face a trade-
off between a higher intertemporal efficiency with the optimal carbon price and
fewer stranded assets (and perhaps less political costs) with second-best instru-
ments, such as carefully-designed standards in the automobile industry, efficiency
standards for new power plants, buildings and appliances, feebate programs that
tax energy-inefficient equipment and subsidize energy-efficient equipment, subsi-
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dized loans and tax breaks for energy efficiency investment, or to a lesser extent
a phased-in carbon price. All these instruments are similar in that they redirect
private investment away from polluting capital and toward clean capital without
providing incentive to drive less or shut down existing coal power plants, that is
without creating stranded assets. And as they transform progressively the pro-
duction system, these instruments may prepare the economy and the public to
easier implementation of carbon prices in the medium term.

Finally, the analysis carried here may also be relevant for studying other public
economy issues. In essence, we propose a parsimonious model able to analyse
structural change triggered by policy changes, its impact on vested interests, and
policies to manage the transition. Similar models could be used to study policy
reform in other topics, such as deregulation of prices in developing markets or
trade liberalization.
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Appendix

Laissez-faire equilibrium (Section III.B)

The present value Hamiltonian associated to the maximization of the house-
hold’s problem (12) is:

Ht = e−ρt · {u(ct) + λt[Rc,t · kc,t +Rp,t · qp,t − ct − ip,t − ic,t] + νt[ip,t − δkp,t]
+χt[ic,t − δkc,t] + βt[kp,t − qp,t]}

First order conditions read:

∂Ht

∂ct
= 0⇒ u′(ct) = λt(A1)

∂Ht

∂ip,t
= 0⇒ λt = νt

∂Ht

∂ic,t
= 0⇒ λt = χt

∂Ht

∂kp,t
= −d(e−ρtνt)

dt
⇒ −νtδ + βt = −ν̇t + ρνt

∂Ht

∂kc,t
= −d(e−ρtχt)

dt
⇒λtRc,t − χtδ = −χ̇t + ρχt

∂Ht

∂qp,t
= 0⇒ λtRp,t = βt

And the complementary slackness condition,

βt ≥ 0 and βt · (kp,t − qp,t) = 0(A2)

which, combined with the last equation in A1, shows that as long as the rental rate
of polluting capital is positive, the household rents out all the available capital.
Since (13) shows that with Inada-compliant production function, the producer is
always willing to pay a positive rent on polluting capital, all polluting capacities
are always used in the laissez-faire equilibrium.
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Social optimum (section IV.A)

B1. Efficiency conditions

The present value Hamiltonian associated to the maximization of social welfare
(23) is:

Ht = e−ρt ·
{
u(ct) + λt[F (At, qp, kc)− ct − ip,t − ic,t] + νt[ip,t − δkp,t]

+χt[ic,t − δkc,t]− µt · [G qp,t − εmt] + φt · [m̄−mt]

+ ψt · ip,t + βt[kp,t − qp,t]
}

(B1)

All multipliers are positive.

The complementary slackness conditions are:

∀t, ψt ≥ 0 and ψt · ip,t = 0(B2)

∀t, βt ≥ 0 and βt · (kp,t − qp,t) = 0(B3)

∀t, φt ≥ 0 and φt · (m̄−mt) = 0(B4)

First order conditions read:

∂Ht

∂ct
= 0⇒ u′(ct) = λt(B5)

∂Ht

∂ip,t
= 0⇒ λt = νt + ψt

∂Ht

∂ic,t
= 0⇒ λt = χt

∂Ht

∂kp,t
= −d(e−ρtνt)

dt
⇒ −νtδ + βt = −ν̇t + ρνt

∂Ht

∂kc,t
= −d(e−ρtχt)

dt
⇒ λt∂kcF (At, kp,t, kc,t)− χtδ = −χ̇t + ρχt

∂Ht

∂qp,t
= 0⇒ λt∂qpF (At, qp,t, kc,t)− µt ·G = βt

∂Ht

∂mt
=
d(e−ρtµt)

dt
⇒ −φt + εµt = µ̇t − ρµt(B6)

If we differentiate eq. B5 with respect to time and substitute λt and λ̇t, we
get the familiar Ramsey formula that links consumption decisions to the interest
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rate:

(B7)
ct · u′′(ct)
u′(ct)

· ċt
ct

= (ρ+ δ −Rc,t)

B2. Social cost of carbon

Eq. B6 gives the evolution of µt. Let us define τt, the shadow price of carbon
expressed in dollars per ton:

τt :=
µt
λt

(31)

Using µ̇t = (λ̇tτt + λtτ̇t), eq. B5, eq. B7 and eq. 33 yields:

τ̇t = τt[ε+ rt]−
φt
λt

We assume that GHG concentration reaches the ceiling at a date denoted tss:

∀t ≥ tss, mt = m̄

During the steady state, ṁt = 0 =⇒ G qp,t = ε m̄ (eq. 9). In the long
run, installed polluting capital has depreciated down to the point where it is not
underused, and is thus constant at kp,t = m̄ ε/G during the steady state.

Before tss, φt = 0 (B4). The carbon price thus exponentially grows at the
endogenous interest rate plus the dissipation rate of GHG until the ceiling is
reached:

(B8) τ̇t = τt[ε+ rt]

Equation B8 gives τt off by a multiplicative constant τ0, which the social planer
choses at the lowest value that ensures compliance with the GHG ceiling.

B3. Proof of lemma 4

The irreversibility constraint is binding in the short run. — A binding
GHG ceiling is imposed at t0. Before that, the economy was in the competi-
tive equilibrium, such that clean and polluting capital have the same marginal
productivity and installed capital is fully used (lemma 1):

lim
t→t−0

qp,t = kp,t(B9)

lim
t→t−0

∂qpF (qp,t, qc,t) = ∂kcF (qp,t, qc,t)(B10)
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We use a proof by contradiction to show that at t+0 (when the constraint is
internalized) the irreversibility condition is necessarily binding. Suppose that the
transition starts with a phase when the irreversibility constraint is not binding,
i.e. ψt = 0. This would lead to (Propositions 2 and 3):

lim
t→t+0

∂qpF (qp,t, qc,t) = ∂kcF (qp,t, qc,t) + τt0 ·G(B11)

Besides, investment means that capital is a continuous function of time:

lim
t→t+0

qp,t = kp,t(B12)

If the GHG ceiling is binding then τt0 > 0 (eq. B8). So from eq. B10 and eq. B11:

(B13) lim
t→t+0

∂qpF (qp,t, qc,t) 6= lim
t→t−0

∂qpF (qp,t, qc,t)

∂qpF is a continuous function of qp,t so eq. B13 implies that limt→t+0
qp,t 6=

limt→t+0
qp,t, which is incompatible with eq. B9 and eq. B12. �

The irreversibility constraint is not binding in the long run. — During the
steady state, polluting capital is maintained at the maximum level compatible
with stabilized GHG concentration, kp,t = m̄ ε/G, which implies that ip,t =
δm̄ ε/G > 0, from which it follows that ψt = 0 and thus `t = 0 by definition (37).

Maximization of social welfare with full utilization constraint

Here, we solve a new social planner program, identical to the first best optimum,
but with the additional political constraint that polluting capital should not be
underused:

max
c,i,q

∫ ∞
0

e−ρt · u(ct) dt(C1)

subject to F (At, qp, kc)− ct − ip,t − ic,t = 0 (λt)

k̇p,t = ip,t − δkp,t (νt)

k̇c,t = ic,t − δkc,t (χt)

ṁt = G qp,t − εmt (µt)

mt ≤ m̄ (φt)

ip,t ≥ 0 (ψt)

qp,t ≤ kp,t (βt)

qp,t ≥ kp,t (αt)
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The present value Hamiltonian reads:

Ht = e−ρt · {u(ct) + λt[F (At, qp, kc)− ct − ip,t − ic,t] + νt[ip,t − δkp,t]
+χt[ic,t − δkc,t]− µt · [G qp,t − εmt] + φt · [m̄−mt]

+ ψt · ip,t + βt[kp,t − qp,t] + αt[qp,t − kp,t]}

First order conditions read:

∂Ht

∂ct
= 0⇒ u′(ct) = λt(C2)

∂Ht

∂ip,t
= 0⇒ λt = νt + ψt

∂Ht

∂ic,t
= 0⇒ λt = χt

∂Ht

∂kp,t
= −d(e−ρtνt)

dt
⇒ −νtδ + βt − αt = −ν̇t + ρνt

∂Ht

∂kc,t
= −d(e−ρtχt)

dt
⇒ λt∂kcF (At, kp,t, kc,t)− χtδ = −χ̇t + ρχt

∂Ht

∂qp,t
= 0⇒ λt∂qpF (At, qp,t, kc,t)− µt ·G = βt − α

∂Ht

∂mt
=
d(e−ρtµt)

dt
⇒ −φt + εµt = µ̇t − ρµt

The complementary slackness conditions are:

∀t, ψt ≥ 0 and ψt · ip,t = 0(C3)

∀t, βt ≥ 0 and βt · (kp,t − qp,t) = 0(C4)

∀t, αt ≥ 0 and αt · (kp,t − qp,t) = 0(C5)

∀t, φt ≥ 0 and φt · (m̄−mt) = 0(C6)

As before, C6 implies that the carbon price grows at the relevant rate when the
carbon budget is not saturated.

C1. Decentralization of the Second Best Equilibrium Combining a Carbon and a

Subsidy on Dirty Production, or a Phased-in Carbon Price

On way to decentralize the constrained optimum is to simply transform the
social cost of carbon µ and the shadow subsidy for avoiding stranded assets α in
an actual carbon tax and subsidy on polluting production.

In that case, the household problem becomes:
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max
c,i,q

∫ ∞
0

e−ρt · u(ct) dt(C7)

subject to L− S +Rc,t · kc,t +Rp,t · qp,t = ct + ip,t + ic,t (λt)

k̇p,t = ip,t − δkp,t (νt)

k̇c,t = ic,t − δkc,t (χt)

ip,t ≥ 0 (ψt)

qp,t ≤ kp,t (βt)

where L represent lump sum revenues from the carbon price, and S is the lump-
sum cost of the subsidy, both taken as given by the housold.

First order conditions for the household are thus unchanged compared to the
laissez-faire equilibium:

u′(ct) = λt(C8)

νt = λt − ψt(C9)

χt = λt(C10)

λtRc,t = (δ + ρ)χt − χ̇t(C11)

λtRp,t = βt = (δ + ρ)νt − ν̇t(C12)

The program of the producer however becomes:

max
q
πt = F (At, qp,t, qc,t)−Rc,tqc,t − (Rp,t + τtG− αt)qp,t(C13)

Leading to the FOCs for the producer:

Rc,t = ∂kcF(C14)

Rp,t = ∂qpF − τtG+ αt(C15)

Thus if the government sets the value of the carbon tax schedule and the subsidy
equal to the optimum values of the respective co-state variables from the previous
section,it can decentralize the constrained equilibrium. The 7 FOCs C8–C12, C14
and C15 describing the response of the economy to a carbon tax plus subsidy on
production are equivalent to the seven FOCs C2 describing the social optimum.
Since these differential equations and the boundary conditions entirely describe
the system’s evolution, both set of equation lead to the same transition to a clean
economy.
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C2. Decentralization of the Second Best Equilibrium with Investment Standards or

Feebates

To decentralize the second best equilibrium, the government needs to make sure
that all capacities are used, and that investment mimics investment the second-
best investment schedule. One way to achieve this is by regulating new investment
only, using either quantity (standards) or price (feebates) based instruments.

With standards, the household problem becomes:

max
c,i,q

∫ ∞
0

e−ρt · u(ct) dt(C16)

subject to Rc,t · kc,t +Rp,t · qp,t = ct + ip,t + ic,t (λt)

k̇p,t = ip,t − δkp,t (νt)

k̇c,t = ic,t − δkc,t (χt)

ip,t ≥ 0 (ψt)

qp,t ≤ kp,t (βt)

ip,t ≤ sp,t (σp,t)

ic,t ≥ sc,t (σc,t)

First-order conditions for the household can be reduced to the following equa-
tions:

u′(ct) = λt(C17)

νt = λt − σp,t − ψt(C18)

χt = λt + σc,t(C19)

λtRc,t = (δ + ρ)χt − χ̇t(C20)

λtRp,t = βt = (δ + ρ)νt − ν̇t(C21)

These equations show that the standards sp,t and sc,t impose an shadow cost
and shadow subsidy on investment in polluting and clean capital respectively.
Below, we show that a feebate programs that mimics those shadow values can
also decentralize the constrained optimum.

On the other hand, with standards, the firms problem remains:

πt = F (At, qp,t, qc,t)−Rc,tqc,t −Rp,tqp,t(C22)

Now implying that firms are always willing to pay a strictly positive rent for
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renting both clean and dirty capacities:

∂kcF = Rc,t(C23)

∂qpF = Rp,t(C24)

In particular, the rental rate on polluting capital never drops to zero, and
remains strictly positive. Combined with the complementary slackness condition,

βt ≥ 0 and βt · (kp,t − qp,t) = 0

and the link between βt and Rc,t (C21), strictly positive rental rates imply that
with standards on new investment, the household always rents out all the available
capital (there are not stranded assets).

Besides, the standards sp,t, sc,t can be optimally set to equal polluting invest-
ments found in the previous section. For instance, sp,t = 0 until polluting capa-
cities have depreciated to a level compatible with the carbon ceiling.

Since the investor need to obey the standards, investment in this case is equal
to investment in the constrained optimum. (This also leads to the same capital
stocks, marginal productivities and rental rates than in the constrained equili-
brium.) Since all the production in the economy is used to invest or to consume,
the consumption implied by investment standards is also equal to consumption
in the constrained equilibrium. To summarize, investment standards can be use
to enforce the same consumption, investment, and production decisions than un-
der the constrained transition. Investment standards can thus decentralize the
constrained equilibrium.

Feebate. — Unsurprisingly, the same transition can be obtained using a so-called
feebate program that subsidizes, that is offers a rebate θc,t on investment in clean
capacity and taxes, that is imposes a fee θp,t on investment in polluting capacity.
With feebates, the household problem becomes:

max
c,i,q

∫ ∞
0

e−ρt · u(ct) dt(C25)

subject to Rc,t · kc,t +Rp,t · qp,t − ct − ip,t(1 + θp,t)− ic,t(1− θc,t) = 0 (λt)

k̇p,t = ip,t − δkp,t (νt)

k̇c,t = ic,t − δkc,t (χt)

ip,t ≥ 0 (ψt)

qp,t ≤ kp,t (βt)

(C26)
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First order conditions for the household become:

u′(ct) = λt(C27)

νt = λt(1 + θp,t)− ψt(C28)

χt = λt(1− θc,t)(C29)

λtRp,t = βt = (ρ+ δ)νt − ν̇t(C30)

λtRc,t = (ρ+ δ)χt − χ̇t(C31)

To decentralize the constrained social optimum, the government simply needs to
set the feebate (θp,t, θc,t) such that the values of clean and polluting investment
are the same as in the previous cases; that is choosing θp,t such that (C28) is
equivalent to (C18) and choosing θc,t such that (C29) is equivalent to (C19). In
that case, the set of equations that describe the response of the household and
producer to the feebate scheme is the same as the set of equation describing their
response to the standards.

Moreover, the firms problem remains unchanged, and the same demonstration
than above shows that with a feebate, rents are positive, there are no stranded
assets, and the rental rate of polluting capacities stays strictly positive.

Second-best infeasibility zone

This zone defines the cases when the ceiling is reached before polluting capaci-
ties have depreciated to a sustainable level. If no investment is made in polluting
capacities, we have:

kp,t = k0 e
−δt

Therefore, the stock of pollution follows this dynamic:

ṁ = G k0 e
−δt − ε m(D1)

The solution to this differential equation is:

mt =

(
m0 +

G k0

δ − ε

)
e−εt − G k0

δ − ε
e−δt

This function reaches its maximum mmax at the date tmax when ṁ = 0. The
maximum date is thus

tmax = −1

δ
ln(

ε mmax

G k0
)

The expression of m at the maximum date gives the limit of the infeasibility
zone if mmax = m̄:

m̄ =

(
m0 +

G k0

δ − ε

)
e
ε
δ

ln( m̄ ε
G k0

) − G k0

δ − ε
e

ln( m̄ ε
G k0

)
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This can be rewritten:

m̄ =

[(
m0 +

G k0

δ − ε

)(
ε

G k0

) ε
δ
(
δ − ε
δ

)] δ
δ−ε

The “clean incentives infeasibility zone” depends on the capital depreciation rate,
the GHG dissipation rate, initial GHG concentration and initial polluting capa-
cities.

Since realistic values for the natural decay of atmospheric GHG ε, less than
0.4% per year (e.g. Rezai, Foley and Taylor, 2012), are negligible with respect
to capital depreciation ε � δ, the previous relation can be approximated by
m̄ = m0 + G k0

δ , which is also simply the maximum of the solution of (D1) when
ε = 0.
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